How to set up My Library Account for LANCE/MOBIUS Missouri users:

Go to: lance.searchmobius.org/

Select: My Library Account

Login

Please enter the following information:

Your Name:  

For example, type “Jane Smith” and then press the TAB key.

Campus ID Number

Type your ID number plus your campus code: CS, HLG, ATSU (staff), KCOM (students), LST, MACC, or TSU.

Please enter or create your PIN:

Type your PIN. Remember this number. Contact Circulation for help.

Type:  Your name

Campus ID Number

Enter PIN (you create)

PIN help:

A valid PIN consists of up to 30 alphanumeric characters.

The PIN must not contain common trivial patterns. For example:

- A character that is consecutively repeated three or more times (for example, aaaa, ababa, bbbb).
- A set of up to four characters is that is consecutively repeated two or more times (for example, abab, abcabc, abcdabcd).

For search tips go to help: lance.searchmobius.org/help